Vermont Health Care Innovation Project
Payment Model Design and Implementation Work Group Meeting Minutes
Pending Work Group Approval
Date of meeting: Monday, December 19, 1:00-3:00pm, WSOC Elm Conference Room, 280 State Drive, Waterbury

Agenda Item

Discussion

1. Welcome and Cathy Fulton called the meeting to order at 1:01pm. A roll call attendance was taken and a quorum was not present; no vote
Introductions;
on November minutes took place.
Approve
Meeting Minutes
2. Program
Georgia Maheras provided an update on the Population Health Plan:
Updates
• Georgia thanked those who provided feedback. A slightly updated version since the last PMDI Work Group meeting
is available (Link to draft Population Health Plan). Feedback and comments will continue to be accepted through
late Winter/early Spring. Another draft will be completed in March/April. If you don’t see your initial comment
addressed in the latest draft, feel free to ping Georgia, Sarah Kinsler, or Heidi Klein.

3. PMDI Closing
Session

Next Steps

Georgia provided an update on the Sustainability Plan:
• The initial roadshow of the Sustainability Plan has finished. An update on feedback received to date will be
provided to the Core Team on 12/21. Similar to the Population Health plan, work will continue on the Sustainability
Plan throughout late Winter/Early spring and feedback will be accepted. There is no revised version of the
Sustainability Plan on this date because the last of the feedback was received just last week (Link to draft
Sustainability Plan).
Alicia Cooper oriented the group to the documents in the Meeting Materials packet.
Attachment 3a shows a summary of major accomplishments by project. Refer to VHCIP Status Reports for more details.
The next page shows a graphic of the merger of the two primary work groups that were predecessors to the PMDI Work
Group, Payment Models (PM) and Quality and Performance Measures (QPM). Both started in late 2013 and continued into
late 2015. As a combination of the two, with influences from a number of other VHCIP work groups, the PMDI Work Group
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formed. The next few pages include the original charters from the two work groups (PM and QPM) as a reminder of the
impetus for the groups forming.

Next Steps

Attachment 3b shows a timeline that summarizes some the main projects’ focus month-by-month. All of this work has laid
the foundation for the work that Vermont is going to continue to do as we consider new payment models going forward.
We may not have a work group setting like this, but the work we’ve done together has provided a strong foundation for
approaching some of the big questions that lay ahead. Alicia personally thanked everyone for their participation; without
everyone’s willingness to convene, we wouldn’t have been nearly as successful.
Andrew Garland commented on the list of accomplishments and encouraged the group, whether as citizens or in their
professional roles, to continue to build on shared knowledge to determine how to make the All Payer Model work in
Vermont. Andrew thanked Georgia, Sarah, Alicia, and Julie Corwin for their support throughout the life of the payment
models Work Group(s). Georgia thanked Joelle and Chrissy for their support as well.
Cathy seconded Andrew’s sentiment and asked Georgia if the participants in this Work Group will continue to receive
updates. Georgia noted that the SIM distribution list, which is one of the most comprehensive in state government, will be
leveraged as applicable and she encouraged the group to visit the Green Mountain Care Board’s website for frequent
updates. Pat Jones noted that materials related to the APM are on the GMCB website. Andrew added that the GMCB
meetings are every Thursday; feel free to look at the agendas and share thoughts. Alicia added that future information may
be shared via other existing distribution lists for updates.
4. On-going
Opportunities
for Participant
Involvement
5. Thank You and
Public Comment

Georgia discussed the “How to Stay Involved” document, noting that it is slightly out of date and not an exhaustive list.
Ashley Berliner, the contact person for the Agency of Human Services Global Commitment e-mail distribution list, is on
maternity leave; contact Georgia instead. Expect to get pinged electronically with an updated version of this document.
There was no additional comment.
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